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QUALITY THAT ENDURES

Our PartyLite BePURE Commitment™ guarantees the wax in our artisan candles is always free of parabens,
phthalates, sulphates and toxins and our wicks are 100% natural & lead-free.

ESSENTIAL OILS

Our artisan candles are
created in small batches and
contain natural essential oils.

CLEAN BURN
When there’s a little wax left
(1.3 cm/½”) & minimal soot
when used as directed.
MINDFULLY MADE

NON-TOXIC

Free of parabens, phthalates
and sulphates. Made with
lead-free, 100% natural
wicks.

We choose to partner with sources we know produce the best ingredients ethically and legally, setting a toptier standard for products that you can trust and love!

CONSCIOUS DESIGN

CRUELTY FREE

Maximising renewable resources,
plant derived ingredients and recycled
materials.
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Discover the highest quality ingredients delivering the cleanest burn for you,
your family and your home.
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Our exclusive fragrances are created with world-renowned master perfumers
and deliver a superior experience with every candle infused with fragrance
from top to bottom.
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We believe fragrance has the power to transform your home and life.
That’s why we strive to make products that have a positive impact on the
environment and an uplifting influence on you, every single day.
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WHAT’S IN YOUR WAX?

is
ed

Never tested on
animals.

1,4-Dioxane . Acetone . BHA . Carbon Disulphide . 2-Butanone . Carbon Tetrachloride . Chlorobenzene . Coal tar dyes:
P-phenylenediamine and colours listed as “CI” followed by a five digit number . Cresol . Cyclopentene . DEA . Ethoxylated surfactants
. Ethylbenzene . Formaldehyde-releasing preservatives . Hydroquinone . Lead . MEA . Mercury . Mineral Oil . Oxybenzone . Parabens
. Paraphenylenediamine (PPD) . Petrolatum . Phenol . Phthalates . Placental extract . Polyethylene glycol (PEG compounds)
. Silicone-derived emollients . Siloxanes . Sodium Lauryl Sulphate (SLS) . Sodium Laureth Ether Sulphate (SLES) . Styrene . Talc . TEA
. Tetrachloroethene . Toluene . Trichloroethane . Trichlorofluoromethane . Triclosan . Xylene
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The PartyLite Promise
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FRAGRANCE FLAME™
- OUTDOOR

Think outdoor fire torch combined with fragrance delivery and you’ve got Fragrance Flame!
Features:
∙ Large flame that delivers stronger and faster fragrance than any other outdoor device
∙ Fully visible flickering flame
∙ Safe: burner self-extinguishes when wax is consumed, glass does not get hot to the touch
∙ Includes 3 wicks for 300 hours of burn, and a snuffer
Our Fragrance Flame Outdoor Wax Melts are unique in every way.
• Deliver powerful instant fragrance
• New Wax Melts come in a 4-piece tray
• Each Melt lasts for up to 75 minutes

Citronella
Mint

Geranium
CitronellaTM

Peach Honey
Citronella

Wild Lemongras
Citronella

Burn time
up to 75 minutes

Fragrance FlameTM Wax Melts
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Introducing

FRAGRANCE FLAMETM
- OUTDOOR & WAX MELTS

Powerful immediate outdoor
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fragrance, for outdoor use only.

BEBALANCED BY
PARTYLITETM

This design drawing is the exclusive property of

PARTYLITE WORLDWIDE, LLC.

The information being disclosed to you herein is
confidential. You may not copy it, give it to a third
party, or use it for any other purpose without
express written consent.
It must be returned to us upon demand.
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180-300 hours

2019

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE,
ADJUST FOR MANUFACTURABILITY.

10mL bottle
comes in box of 4
if you need this

Q: How many uses will I get out of one 30 ml bottle of
BeBalanced by PartyLiteTM Essential Oil + Pure Fragrance?
A: A 30 ml bottle of oil will last a minimum of 180 hours in
the Illuminescents Warmer, and 300 hours in the Ultrasonic
Diffuser.
Q: One 10 ml bottle?

candle
(sold individually)

30mL bottle

10mL bottle

(sold individually)
BeBalanced
by PartyLiteTM
Essential Oil + Pure Fragrance
BeBalanced icons for candle chart
30 ml
This design drawing is the exclusive property of

SPRING 2020

PARTYLITE WORLDWIDE, LLC.

The information being disclosed to you herein is
confidential. You may not copy it, give it to a third
party, or use it for any other purpose without
express written consent.
It must be returned to us upon demand.

AUG 9, 2019
n/a
1 of 1
100%
KSIMPSON
KSIMPSON
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

A: A 10 ml bottle of oil will last a minimum of 60 hours in the
Illuminescents Warmer, and 100 hours in the Ultrasonic
Diffuser.

60-100 hours

2019

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE,
ADJUST FOR MANUFACTURABILITY.

10mL bottle
comes in box of 4
if you need this

BEBALANCED BY
PARTYLITETM SOY
CANDLES
Ceramic jar candle includes a BeBalanced
positivity charm. 100% undyed soy wax.
Four preblended fragrances:
•

Be Happy = Mandarin + Jasmine Jar Candle

•

Be Energized = Eucalyptus + Peppermint Jar Candle

•

Be Relaxed = Lavender + Patchouli Jar Candle

•

Be Centered = Cedarwood + Vanilla Jar Candle

Due to the natural formation the surface of the candle may appear mottled, or bumpy - this
in no way effects the preformance.

BeBalanced icons for candle chart
SPRING 2020

Burn time
40-50 hours

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE,
ADJUST FOR MANUFACTURABILITY.

30mL bottle
(sold individually)

10mL bottle

BeBalanced by PartyLiteTM
Essential Oil + Pure Fragrance
10 ml

PARTYLITE WORLDW

10mL bottle
comes in box o
if you need this

Our BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Jar Candles are ideal for positively enhancing your daily life
just about everywhere.
candle
(sold individually)

This design drawing is the exc
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BeBalanced icons for candle chart
SPRING 2020

candle

(sold individually)
BeBalanced
by PartyLiteTM
Jar Candle 226g

30mL bottle
(sold individually)

10mL bottle
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Burn time
24-45 hours

PartyLite 3-Wick Jars are truly unique! Available in new Signature
Fragrances every season. For the best fragrance experience, allow the
candle to burn until the liquid wax reaches the edge of the glass. Irregular
flame heights or wax discolouration are normal and do not affect the candle
quality. Use the lid or a candle snuffer to extinguish safely and easily. After
snuffing with lid, allow smoke to escape from jar for a cleaner candle.
Before lighting each time, trim the 3 wicks of your Jar to 0,5 cm.

3-Wick Jar Candle

Our 3-Wick Jar Candles are ideal for use in a
living room, kitchen, dining room, bedroom or
anywhere you want to “decorate” with strong,
Candle Chart Icons - SS18
beautiful fragrance.

ESCENTIAL JAR™
SCENTED CANDLE

Burn time
40-60 hours

Our unique Escential Jar Scented Candles with a single wick design feature
beautifully coloured wax in this season’s shades.
Concave jar shapes gives exceptional fragrance throw and allows for clean
wax consumption.
Fresh Home G91 Jars
Exclusive base shape clearly signals the end of the candle’s burn.

THOUGHTFUL SERVICE

G45 JarsTM
Escential
Jarlabel)Candle
(NO candle

Our Escential Jar Candles are best for use in
a kitchen, dining room, bedroom, living room,
bathroom, or anywhere you want to decorate
with a pop of color and a beautiful fragrance.

Burn time
4-6 hours

∙ Exclusive wax blend liquifies for a beautiful visual effect
∙ Great for adding a night’s worth of fragrance and the romantic twinkle of
light
∙ Automatically extinguishes
∙ Use in our Tealight and Votive Holders

PARTYLITE WORLDWID

Fresh Home SmartBlends
plastic bottle with screwtop lid

Custom-engineered tealight cup design allows the wax to pool at the center
for an even burn with total consumption – no wasted wax!
∙ Moderate fragrance throw

This design drawing is the exclusi

The information being disclosed to
confidential. You may not copy it, g
party, or use it for any other purp
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It must be returned to us upon

Universal Tealight® Candle
Tealights are best used in a bedroom, living
room, dining room, bathroom, kitchen or any
room where you want mild fragrance and
multiple points of light.
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All of our products are created with love and backed with
our 100% Love it Guarantee. If you’re not absolutely
delighted, you may return your items for a refund or
exchange within 60 days of purchase. Brought to you by
the passionate, personal service of more than 40,000
PartyLite Consultants worldwide. Brought to you by
the passionate, personal service of more than 40,000
PartyLite Consultants worldwide.

UNIVERSAL TEALIGHT®
CANDLE

(with candle label)
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3-WICK JAR CANDLE

Large Tealights liquefy while burning and may be burned until the wax is
completely consumed. No need to trim the wick.

Burn time
8-11 hours

Available as GloLite by PartyLite® and in After DarkTM fragrances.

Large Tealight Candles
Large Tealights are perfect for any dining room,
living room, bedroom or bathroom! Great to use
outside too.

VOTIVES

Custom votive shape features a special bell-top design that allows the wax to
fully consume – no wasted wax!

Burn time
8-11 hours

∙ Exclusive wax blend liquifies for a beautiful visual effect
∙ Moderate fragrance throw
∙ Great for bringing fragrance and a beautiful shimmer to your room
∙ Use in our Votive Holders

Burn time
3-4 hours

Tapers are 25 cm tall and come 6 to a box. Tapers are traditional in the
dining room but are perfect for adding height to any candlescape.

Votives are best used in a bedroom, living
room, dining room, bathroom, kitchen or any
room where you want mild fragrance and
multiple points of light.

Burn time
7-8 hours

Tall, elegant and classic, our taper candles make perfect centrepiece candles
for every occasion.

FLOATING TEALIGHT
CANDLES
Floating Tealight Candles
Add a pop of colour on the water surface, in- or
outdoor.

Tapers
The unscented Tapers are perfect for any dining
room, or living room.
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Gently set the candles on top of water then light. These sweet
flower-shaped give you floating points of light without any scent.

TAPERS

Votive Candle
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LARGE TEALIGHTS

GloLite Pillar candles are made through a
proprietary wax process and wax formula that
takes 38 hours from start to finish to
complete!
The outer layer contains the fragrance,
allowing the middle layer to focus on the “all
over glow”.
The hand crafted aspect of our pillar candles
allows for a unique candle appearance and
experience every time. Each time you light
your GloLite Pillar, allow it to burn long
enough for the wax to liquefy to the candle
rim.
As soon as the rim of the candle becomes
soft, it expands to a balloon-like shape, giving
the candle a natural look. If you’d like to have
the GloLite back to its original straight shape,
gently press the softened wax edge inward
after the candle has been extinguished.
A GloLite Pillar must not be burned for longer
than 3 hours at a time. Extinguish GloLite
Pillars when they have burnt down to about
1.5 cm.

Burn time
80-100 hours

GloLite by PartyLite® Pillar
7x15 cm

safety standards and are proudly
poured in the USA

Burn time
50-60 hours

GloLite Jars contain the same instant top to bottom glow, but
they have a stronger fragrance throw than the pillars.
The proprietary wax blend, beautiful clear glass jars and the
two wicks on the GloLite Jar candle have all been carefully
selected to maximize the glow!
Before lighting each time, trim the wicks of your GloLite Jar to
0.5 cm.
After extinguishing, the wax surface might take a darker
colour which will not influence the glow or the burn time.
Extinguish your GloLite Jar when 1.3 cm of wax remains.

GloLite by PartyLite® Jar
Candle
GloLite Jars are perfect for any dining
room, living room or bedroom setting.
Great to use outside too.

Burn time
50-60 hours

GloLite by PartyLite®
Scented Jar Candle
Citronella-fragranced GloLite Jar
Candles are perfect on the patio or
deck. Great to use inside too.

Up to 3 hours per stick

Garden Incenset
Use with or without Incense Spikes
along a pathway or in a planter.
†Do not use within 45 cm of flammable
materials.
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GloLite Pillars are perfect for any dining
room or living room setting! Or outside.

POURED IN THE USA
Fragrances comply with worldwide

GLOLITE BY
PARTYLITE® JAR
CANDLE
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GLOLITE BY
PARTYLITE®
PILLAR

Simply Sparkling Jar Candle
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Burn time
40-50 hours

Simply Sparkling Jar Candle

SIMPLY SPARKLING
JAR CANDLE

White wax, 3 wicks. Glass jar with faux
mercury interior and matte painted
finish: 10 cm h, 10 cm w. 4”h, 4”w.
13 oz. / 368 g. In giftable packaging.

The Simply Sparkling 3-wick Jar Candle gives
living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen or
anywhere you want to decorate with a pop of
colour and a beautiful fragrance.
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JAR CANDLES

After Dark Jar Candles
Experience seductive fragrance and
candlelight romance with this After
Dark™ Scented Candle. Flirtatious,
sensual, sophisticated…and best
enjoyed After Dark.

Burn time
30-40 hours

After Dark Jar Candle Set
Trio of 5.25 oz / 148g. jars, one in
each fragrance: Amber Suede, Velvet
Plum, Cashmere Cassis in speciality
packaging. 8 cm h, 7 cm w.
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After Dark

Burn time
50-60 hours
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Nature’s LightTM

The crackling wooden wicks are made of native cherry wood and are sustainably
harvested in the USA by Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified mills.
The wicks are always untreated, non-toxic, vegan and cruelty-free.

BORDERLESS
BRIGHTSTM JAR
CANDLE

On trend global patterns and bold hues meet exotic fragrance
ingredients.
Three fragrances: Dragon Fruit Zest, Ginger Saffron, Red Hinoki
Wood, each with a unique jar design.
Polished metal lid features colorful tassels. Decorative packaging.

Burn time
55 - 65 hours

Additionally, this program links with a company called Trees for the Future, which
helps rural families to become economically independent by enabling them to
plant new trees and forest gardens.
The beautifully textured faux bois glass design is inspired by nature, and features
a classic wood grain look to perfectly enhance the fragrance experience.
The recyclable packaging naturally complements the faux bois wood grain design
of the jar.

Borderless BrightsTM Jar Candle
326 g. Our Borderless BrightsTM Jar Candles
are perfect to add some colour and powerful
fragrance to any dining room, living room or
bedroom setting. Great to use outside too.

Burn time
40-60 hours

Nature’s Light Jar Candles feature crackling wooden wicks and exclusive woodsy
fragrances in a faux bois glass jar. As with all jar candles, you’ll have the best
experience if you allow the candle to burn until the liquid wax reaches the edge
of the jar.
The first time the candle is lit, there is no need to trim the wick. Before each
subsequent burn, gently break off the burnt edges of the wick to 3 mm and
discard.

Nature’s LightTM
Our Nature’s Light Candles are best for use in a
living room, dining room, bedroom, or anywhere
you want to cozy up with beautiful fragrance and
the sounds of a crackling fire.
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NATURE’S LIGHT TM
WOODEN WICK CANDLES
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Recyclable

No liquid
to spill

Biodegradable

Instant Fragrance

Portable/On the go

Start with one stick and add more for increased fragrance. The fragrance
is strongest for the first two weeks. To refresh simply add another stick.
Each stick is scored to divide easily into four sections, so it is easy to mix
fragrances together and Find Your Signature Fragrance with
SmartScents.
Always use SmartScents with PartyLite SmartScents holders.
SmartScents Sticks are infused with highly concentrated fragrance oils.
Please avoid contact between Sticks and fabric or finished surfaces.
Wash hands after handling SmartScents.
To preserve fragrance, store unused SmartScents in their reuseable bag.
Keep SmartScents Sticks out of reach of children and pets.

up to 30 days

AROMAPURETM
up to 45 days

SmartScents by PartyLiteTM Sticks

AromaPureTM

24 cm

Portable for use in cars, lockers, closets
and gym bags.

Our SmartScents are best used in a bathroom,
office, laundry room, or anywhere you want to add
around-the-clock flameless fragrance! Place 2-3
SmartScents sticks in one holder.

Our innovation in car fragrance uses the fastest,
most powerful, long lasting flameless fragrances
to put you in control of your car’s environment.
Control the fragrance strength with PartyLite’s
adjustable AromaPure Car Freshener. Dial up,
dial down or turn off fragrance. Please avoid
contact between AromaPure and fabric or
finished surfaces. Wash hands after handling
AromaPure. Keep AromaPure out of reach of
children and pets.
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No liquid oil! No flame! Rolled paper fragrance sticks from a
responsibly managed forest. SmartScents provide
round-the-clock scent in any room with no liquid oil and no
flames.

Made of paper from
sustainable forests

Flameless

SMARTSCENTS BY
PARTYLITE™
DECORATIVE
FRAGRANCE STICKS
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Fresh Home Room Spray
192 ml

SCENT PLUS®
MELTS

Exclusive wax blend liquefies for a beautiful visual
effect. The wax does not burn off – the fragrance will
simply fade over time.

Our Fresh Home Room Sprays are recommended
for use in a bathroom, kitchen, laundry room, or
anywhere you want instant odor neutralization
and beautiful fragrance.

up to 60 hours

∙ PartyLite’s strongest wax fragrance throw
∙ Great for filling a room with rich scent without the
flame
∙ Use in our ScentGlow®, SmartBlends™ or Fragrance
Warmers
∙ Replace with 3 new pieces when needed for more
fragrance
For perfect fragrance and safety add:
∙ 4 melts in all ScentGlow Warmers

∙ 2 melts in all SmartBlends Warmers
∙ 1 melt in the SmartBlends Petite Warmer (EU
version only!)

Scent Plus® Melts
Scent Plus Melts are recommended for use in a
kitchen, bathroom, office or anywhere you want
powerful, long-lasting, flameless fragrance.

ENJOY FRESHNESS
AT HOME, WITH
SMARTBLENDSTM

Begin by pouring one capful of SmartBlends into your stylish
SmartBlends Petite Warmer or ScentGlow Warmer. For a
stronger fragrance, add a second capful turn on, immediately
experience fragrance.
Enjoy these benefits:

∙ Instant odour-neutralising fragrance
∙ No liquid means easy clean, no spill
∙ Personalise fragrance intensity
∙ From paper from sustainable forests

up to 60 hours

SmartBlendsTM
Our SmartBlends are best used in a children’s
room, bathroom, office, or any room where you
want to add odor neutralization and beautiful
instant fragrance.
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Offers instant fragrance plus odour-neutralisation.
Freshen the air in any room, even areas with pets.
Avoid contact with eyes. Always keep your sprays
upright.

Flameless

FRESH HOME
BY PARTYLITE™
ROOM SPRAYS
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FOR YOUR CANDLE

OUR PREMIUM WAX IS A
DIFFERENCE YOU CAN SEE!

THE BASICS

Position candles at least 5 cm apart if burning more
than one at the same time.
∙ If a ‘wick blossom’ develops on the wick,
extinguish the candle, remove the ‘blossom’ and
then relight the candle.
∙ Ensure that no foreign objects such as dead
matches or remnants of trimmed wicks get
into the liquefied wax. Foreign objects tend to
become additional ‘wicks’ and this may result in
uneven burning of the candle.
∙ Place candles on a flat and level surfaces. Avoid
placing in direct sunlight and on hot surfaces
such as windowsills, terraces, tiled stoves,
televisions and computers.
∙ Trim wicks to about 0.5 cm each time before
lighting, to avoid them bending to the side (with
the exception of tealights and votives).
∙ For all candles, please take care to position the
wick so that it points towards the centre.
∙ If the wick is too short and is in danger of
‘drowning’, extinguish the candle and use a
tissue to remove some of the wax surrounding
the wick.
∙ With tealights and votives, depending on the
fragrance/colour and surrounding temperature,
a wax residue may remain in the cup or holder.

∙ The warmer the surrounding temperature, the
more easily candle wax liquefies.
∙ To remove any traces of soot from a
candle jar, extinguish the candle. Allow
the candle to cool completely and the
wax to solidify. Then use a soft dry cloth
to wipe away the soot black. This is a 		
good time to trim the wick(s) to 0.5 cm.
∙ Melts do not consume in the ScentGlow
Warmer. Remove Melts from Warmer
dish when the fragrance has dissipated.
To remove used wax, let the dish cool to
room temperature, then place the dish in the
freezer for about 30 minutes to shrink the
wax. Remove the dish from the freezer.
Tip the dish to allow the wax to drop
out. Repeat as necessary. To remove
stubborn wax, let the dish come to room
temperature, then flush with hot
tap water. Gently wipe away the wax
residue with a dry paper towel. Do not pry
wax out with either fingers or tools.
RULES OF SAFETY
∙ Never leave burning candles unattended. Keep
burning candles out of the reach of children and
pets. Make sure to maintain sufficient distance
from flammable materials.
∙ We recommend burning PartyLite candles only
in PartyLite Holders. Place candle holders on
appropriate heat-resistant surfaces.
∙ Do not place candles on or anywhere near
furniture or electrical devices that are not
heat-resistant.
∙ A burning candle should never be moved.
Liquid wax can cause injuries or damage to
surfaces.
∙ Avoid drafts or extreme differences
in room temperature.
∙ Please pay attention to
the advice on packaging
and on product.
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Caring

∙ For best results, use a snuffer to extinguish the
candle flame.
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